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GUIDELINES FOR PUBLISHING 
The Butlletí is the organ of communication of the Reial Acadèmia Catalana de Belles Arts de Sant Jordi. Its content reﬂ ects 
the life of the Academy and the activity of its members in the ﬁ elds of research, study and the dissemination of the ﬁ ne 
arts. It also accepts brief articles or notes related to scholars and their milieu, academic life and the institution’s heritage, 
as well as contributions on the artistic and cultural heritage of Catalonia and the results of research carried out preferably 
in the Academy’s archives, library and museum. The Butlletí of the Reial Acadèmia Catalana de Belles Arts de Sant Jordi is 
especially interested in receiving proposals for works published by young researchers.
Submission of originals
The normative language of the journal is Catalan, but articles in Spanish, French and English are accepted.
The texts must be delivered in electronic format, and a version of Word is recommended as a word processor. A printed 
copy or the article in PDF must also be sent to the editorial staff of the magazine to verify the original format.
The titles of the articles should be as accurate as possible. Under the title, the full name of the author(s), the name of the 
institution with which they are afﬁ liated and their e-mail address should be indicated.
The authors must include an abstract of the content of the article in Spanish, Catalan and English (8-15 lines) and a 
minimum of three keywords (in all three languages) that allow the subject to easily be identiﬁ ed.
The maximum article length is 60,000 characters, including notes. The pages should be numbered.
The authors pledge that the articles submitted for the publication may not previously have been published; they must be 
original and based on the authors’ own research
The number of illustrations should be proportional to the length of the text. The images, which must have a high enough 
resolution to be reproduced correctly (in black and white in the printed version) should be delivered in computerised 
format and numbered. Within the text, a direct reference should be made to each illustration (Figure 1), and a list of 
illustrations must also be included with the corresponding captions (preferably including the image in a reduced size). 
When necessary, the captions of the images should mention the holders of the corresponding rights.
The originals and all correspondence relating to the Butlletí must be sent to museu@racba.org (tel.: 93 319 24 32), and to the 
Academy’s postal address: Paseo de Isabel II, 1, Casa Llotja 2nd ﬂ oor, 08003 Barcelona.
When submitting a text to the Butlletí, the authors should provide the Academy their full name, postal address, telephone 
number and email, as well as the institution with which they are afﬁ liated, and they must expressly state that they are 
aware of and fully accept these publication rules.
Typographical guidelines 
Short text citations should be made in the paragraph, in roman font and inside quotation marks. If the citation is long 
(more than 40 words), it should be written in a font smaller than the text of the article and placed in a separate paragraph, 
indented and without quotation marks. Italics should only be used for terms in other languages, to highlight a word or 
for titles.
There should be no speciﬁ c section for the bibliography or references; the reference bibliography must appear as part of 
the ﬁ nal notes.
Notes should be placed at the end of the article, and references in the text should be made with superscript, in a smaller 
font and after punctuation marks. They can refer to either the bibliography or content. In the latter case, short notes are 
recommended.
Bibliographical references should follow these criteria:
• The surnames of the authors should be written in smallcaps with the initials in capital letters and the given names 
in round.
• Titles of books should always be in italics, titles of the articles in roman and in quotes, and titles of magazines or 
periodicals in italics.
• The information should always be separated by commas.
• If there are two or more authors, their names should be separated by semicolons.
• All elements of the bibliography should be written in their original language, except the name of the city of 
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publication, which should be written in the same language as the text presented, whenever possible.
• Latin expressions should be written in italics: et al., op. cit., cf., id., ibid., infra, etc. The abbreviations should be as 
short as possible. A single letter should be used for both the singular and plural.
• The ﬁ rst time a work is cited, it should be done as completely as possible. In the subsequent citations, the author 
followed by the expression op. cit., and the page number are sufﬁ cient. In case more than one work by the same 
author is cited, the ﬁ rst few words of the title should go after the last name, followed by the expression op. cit. and 
the page.
Examples:
Book: Given Name LAST NAME; Name LAST NAME, Title, Place of publication, Publisher, year.
Article: Given Name LAST NAME, “Title of the article”, Title of the journal (Place of publication), volume, issue number (year), 
p. x-x.
Web pages and online documents should be cited following these criteria:
Title [online], <email address> [Retrieved: day month year].
When reference is made to documents published in both paper form and online, the bibliographical reference on paper 
should indicate:
Also available online at: or Online version: <email address> [Retrieved: day month year].
Evaluation protocol
The articles should be sent to the magazine’s address complying with all the presentation and typographic rules. Originals 
that do not follow these criteria will be returned to their authors.
The management of Butlletí will conduct an initial review of the articles, bearing in mind the topic, the methodology, the 
relevance of the contributions and their ﬁ t with the publication. If the articles pass this ﬁ rst review, they will be evaluated 
by the Editorial Board and especially by its members who have more expertise in the subject matter of the article.
Acceptance of originals and their location within the Butlletí are the responsibility of the Editorial Board, and articles may 
be reviewed by external evaluators.
A maximum of three months will elapse between the receipt of the articles in their ﬁ nal form and the end of the evaluation 
process.
Editing Process
The authors are responsible for the linguistic correctness of their texts, which may be subjected to revision by a language 
proofreader.
The authors will be able to see proofs of their article, with the text and the illustrations already merged. Please make every 
effort to correct them without making signiﬁ cant changes or additions.
Rights
When an author submits a text for publication in the Butlletí de la Reial Acadèmia Catalana de Belles Arts de Sant Jordi, he/
she grants the Academy the rights of reproduction, publication and public communication without the need for another 
contract or permission to edit. These rights are assigned on a non-exclusive basis and with no time limit. In this way, the 
Academy is authorized to produce the printed and electronic editions of the submission. As the sole compensation, the 
author will receive three copies of the issue of Butlletí in which his/her article is published.
It is the sole responsibility of the author of the article to obtain permission to reproduce the illustrations, when necessary, 
and the author shall bear the sole responsibility before the holders of the rights of the images, when there are any.
The electronic edition of the submission may be presented on the Academy’s website or by adding it to the digital 
repositories with which the publisher has reached agreements to promote the dissemination and preservation of the 
publication. Therefore, the articles included in Butlletí can be consulted online through the Academy’s website and other 
repositories such as RACO (Revistes Catalanes amb Accés Obert) and Dialnet.
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